(b) Full-time Assistants in Secondary Schools and Manual Training Centres as at 31 October 1976

The following lists include the names of all secondary teachers holding List B classification who, though not employed within the State Services at 31 October 1976, applied to have their names reinstated in this publication.

**NOTES**—(1) (a) In accordance with regulation 69 of the Education (Assessment, Classification, and Appointment) Regulations 1976, Section I shows a teacher classified as belonging to List B for 1977; the schools and teachers’ qualifications in the list show a teachers’ location and status as at 31 October 1976.

(b) In addition this list includes the names and qualifications only of teachers who are holding List B classification but who were not employed as full-time assistants in secondary schools and manual training centres as at 31 October 1976. The names have been compiled in accordance with the procedures outlined in the Education Gazette of 4 November 1976, Vol. 55, No. 20, p. 493.

(c) Secondary teachers not employed in State schools are to notify the appropriate Regional Superintendent of Education, Auckland, Wellington, or Christchurch of any errors.

(d) Teachers whose names are not included and who consider they are eligible for inclusion in this list are to apply in accordance with instructions given in the Education Gazette of 4 November 1976, Vol. 55, No. 20, p. 493.

---

The listing includes teachers' names, positions, and qualifications. Each teacher's name is followed by their academic qualifications and the location of their qualifications.

---

(2) In the location column the following abbreviations are used: “Coll” for College, “GS” for Grammar School, “HS” for High School, “TC” for Technical College, “THS” for Technical High School, “EB” for Education Board, “MemTC” for Memorial Technical College, “MTC” for Manual Training Centre or manual teacher, and “AHS” for Agricultural High School.

(3) The figures 1, 2, 3, and 4 show Posts of Responsibility held as at 31 October 1975; 6, Senior Master or Mistress; 7, Deputy Principal; L, on leave.

N.B.—(4) Teachers are to notify their employing boards of errors. Inquiries are to be addressed to the appropriate Regional Superintendent of Education, Auckland, Wellington, or Christchurch.

W. L. RENWICK, Director-General of Education. Wellington 1.